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that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 
ext. 2.
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If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 
complete the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located 
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 
printer icon.

Recording our programs is not permitted. However, today's participants can 
order a recorded version of this event at a special attendee price. Please call 
Customer Service at 800-926-7926 ext.1 or visit Strafford’s website 
at www.straffordpub.com.
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Disclaimer

These materials have been prepared solely for educational and entertainment
purposes to contribute to the understanding of U.S. intellectual property law.
These materials reflect only the personal views of the authors and are not
individualized legal advice. It is understood that each case is fact specific, and
that the appropriate solution in any case will vary. Therefore, these materials
may or may not be relevant to any particular situation. Thus, the authors and
Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP (including Finnegan Europe
LLP, and Fei Han Foreign Legal Affairs Law Firm) cannot be bound either
philosophically or as representatives of their various present and future clients to
the comments expressed in these materials. The presentation of these materials
does not establish any form of attorney-client relationship with these authors or
their firms. While every attempt was made to ensure that these materials are
accurate, errors or omissions may be contained therein, for which any liability is
disclaimed. The presenters are indebted to Stacy Lewis, law clerk at Finnegan,
for her work on preparing the slides.
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Outline
I. Written description requirements

II. Recent court treatment

III. Best practices for preparing and prosecuting the application: written 
description 
A. Describe a representative number of species

B. Identify physical or chemical characteristics common to the claimed genus

C. Avoid functionally defined genus claims

•Guidelines for the pharmaceutical application's written description support, e.g., a novel drug substance, 
product, and method(s) of treatments and manufacture

•Preparing non-pharmaceutical, the chemical application's written description in support of a novel 
compound, composition, and methods of use and compound manufacture

•How a lack of written description support can be used in an AIA post-grant review before PTAB

•How a lack of written description support can be used before PTAB to attack claims by breaking the chain of 
priority to pre-AIA date benefit in an AIA post-grant proceeding

•PTAB cases analyzing the written description requirement with respect to proposed substitute claims in 
motions to amend
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Satisfying §112

• Careful drafting to ensure compliance with §112(a) 
pays dividends in both prosecution and litigation, as 
well as in IPRs and PGRs before PTAB.
• Establish as clear and comprehensive a record as is 

practically possible during drafting and prosecution.

• USPTO Examiner Training Materials for §112 found 
at https://www.uspto.gov/learning-and-
resources/examiner-training-materials

• MPEP §§ 2161-2164
• MPEP § 2174
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35 U.S.C. §112(a)

(a) IN GENERAL.—The specification shall contain a 
written description of the invention and of the 
manner and process of making and using it, in such 
full, clear, concise and exact terms as to enable any 
person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with 
which it is most nearly connected, to make and use 
the same, and shall set forth the best mode
contemplated by the inventor or joint inventor of 
carrying out the invention.
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Written Description And Enablement 
Are Separate Requirements 

• Vas-Cath, Inc. v. Mahurkar, 935 F.2d 1555 (Fed. Cir. 1991)
• “35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph, requires a ‘written description of the invention’ which 

is separate and distinct from the enablement requirement. The purpose of the ‘written 
description’ requirement is broader than to merely explain how to ‘make and use’; the 
applicant must also convey with reasonable clarity to those skilled in the art that, as of 
the filing date sought, he or she was in possession of the invention.“

• The district court's requirement that the drawings “describe what is novel or 
important” was an error; no “gist” or “heart” of invention test. 

• Ariad Pharmaceuticals v. Eli Lilly, 598 F.3d 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en banc) 
• Enablement and written description are separate requirements.
• Question of fact how much disclosure is required; no bright-line rule: “the level of detail 

required …varies depending on the nature and scope of the claims and on the 
complexity and predictability of the relevant technology.”

• Obviousness not enough: “a description that merely renders the invention obvious 
does not satisfy the requirement”
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South Corp. v. U.S., 690 F.2d 1368, 1369 
(Fed. Cir. 1982)

• “The court sits in banc to consider what case law, if any, may 
appropriately serve as established precedent. We hold that 
the holdings of our predecessor courts, the United States 
Court of Claims and the United States Court of Customs and 
Patent Appeals (CCPA), announced by those courts before the 
close of business September 30, 1982, shall be binding as 
precedent in this court.”

• And all of those CCPA cases were en banc.

• Many, many are relied on in the MPEP.
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CCPA Cases and PTAB

Many of the CCPA cases to be discussed were 
appeals of ex parte cases from the Patent Office.

 CCPA cases are a great source of authority to cite in 
support of arguments made to and in preparation for 
argument before the Patent Trials and Appeal Board 
(PTAB).
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• What does the POSITA recognize was in possession of the inventors?
• In re Wertheim, 541 F.2d 257 (CCPA 1976)

• In ipsis verbis support is not always required.
• In re Wertheim, 541 F.2d 257 (CCPA 1976)

• Written description when POSITA’s knowledge of error also provides knowledge of 
correction.
• In re Oda, 443 F.2d 1200 (CCPA 1971)

• Original claim can constitute written description.
• In re Gardner, 475 F.2d 1389 (CCPA 1973) 

• Claim can be broader than disclosure.
• In re Rasmussen, 650 F.2d 1212 (CCPA 1981)

• Use of provisos allowed.
• In re Johnson, 558 F.2d 1008 (C.C.P.A. 1977)

CCPA Case Law on Written Description

See also, MPEP §2163



Written Description Legal Standard
35 U.S.C. §112(a)

In Court: AbbVie Deutschland 
GmbH & Co., KG v. Janssen 
Biotech, Inc., 759 F.3d 1285 
(Fed. Cir. 2014):

“the written description 
requirement with respect to 
particularly claimed subject 
matter is met if the specification 
shows that the stated inventor 
has in fact invented what is 
claimed, that he had possession 
of it.”
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In the USPTO: MPEP 2163.02 
Standard for Determining 
Compliance With the Written 
Description Requirement
“the fundamental factual inquiry is 
whether the specification conveys 
with reasonable clarity to those 
skilled in the art that, as of the filing 
date sought, applicant was in 
possession of the invention as now 
claimed.”



Trend Towards Tougher Standard
for Written Description
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Pharma and Chemical §112(a) 
Federal Circuit Cases
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CAFC Life Science WD Decisions 
Since 2019
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• Idenix v. Gilead, 941 F.3d 1149 (Fed. Cir. 2019)

• Purdue Pharma L.P. v. Iancu, 767 Fed. Appx. 918 (Fed. Cir. 2019) (unpublished)

• Nuvo Pharms. (Ir.) Designated Activity Co. v. Dr. Reddy's Labs. Inc., 923 F.3d 1368 (Fed. Cir. 
2019)

• Nalpropion Pharms., Inc. v. Actavis Labs. FL, Inc., 934 F.3d 1344  (Fed. Cir. 2019)

• Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp. v. Microspherix LLC, 814 Fed. Appx. 575 (Fed. Cir. 2020) 
(unpublished)

• Immunex Corp. v. Sandoz, Inc., 964 F.3d 1049 (Fed. Cir. 2020)

• Juno Therapeutics, Inc. v. Kite Pharma, Inc., 10 F.4th 1330 (Fed. Cir. 2021)

• Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Sigmapharm Labs. LLC, 858 Fed. Appx. 359 (Fed. Cir. Sept. 3, 
2021)

• Biogen Int'l GmbH v. Mylan Pharms., Inc., 2021 U.S. App. LEXIS 35254 (Fed. Cir. 2021), pet. 
for reh’g filed Dec. 30, 2021



Written Description Support of  a 
Provisional Application

• Merck v. Microspherix, 2020 U.S. App. LEXIS 18269 (Fed. Cir. June 9, 
2020)

― Patent owner attacked priority claim of asserted reference and 
petitioner attacked priority claim of patent at issue.

― PTAB: patent claim entitled to priority date of provisional 
application for all but 2 claims and asserted reference was not.
― Challenged claims survived (not shown unpatentable) 

― FC: Affirmed. 

― Note: Merck argued a specific limitation not supported but that 
limitation was not recited in the claims at issue.
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Lack of  Written Description Support of  a 
Provisional Application

• Purdue Pharma L.P. v Iancu, 767 Fed. Appx. 918 (Fed. Cir. April 17, 
2019)

― Patent owner attacked priority claim of asserted reference and PTAB held 
claims not entitled to priority date of provisional application.

― PTAB:  Claims not entitled to priority date; unpatentable as obvious. 
― The provisional and the draft application merely include "laundry list" disclosures of possible 

gelling agents, in which "[HPMC] . . . [PEO] . . . and mixtures thereof" are among a large 
number of other possible gelling agents.”

― No "specific[] named or mentioned the combination in any manner." 

― FC: Affirmed. 
― “Purdue never met its burden to show that the '376 patent is entitled to claim the benefit 

of the '534 application's filing date.”
― “Such ‘laundry list’ disclosures do not provide adequate specificity to constitute written 

description support for Purdue's claim of priority. To be sure, the language ‘mixtures 
thereof’ suggests the possibility of combining two or more of the listed gelling agents. 
Without more, however, that language fails to highlight any preference for how many and 
which gelling agents to combine.”
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Written Description Support Of  
Priority Application

• Immunex Corp. v. Sandoz Inc., 964 F.3d 1049 (Fed. Cir. 2020)

― Sandoz: the priority application did not include written description 
support for (1) the full-length p75 DNA sequence; and (2) the claimed 
p75-IgG1 fusion protein.

― DC: Claims valid.

― FC: Affirmed.
― The specification indicates the inventors possessed the full-length 

p75 DNA sequence (description and examples) and “the claimed p75-
IgG1 fusion protein.”

― Also, the full-length p75 sequence was known in the prior art.
― “It is well-established that a patent specification need not re-describe 

known prior art concepts.”
― “[A]ctual reduction to practice is not required to show possession.”
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Examples Provide Support

Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Sigmapharm Labs. LLC, 858 Fed. Appx. 359 (Fed. Cir. Sept. 
3, 2021)

• DC: Claims had sufficient WD support.
• “Example 18 of the '208 patent explains how to make apixaban. … The '208 patent also explains how 

to make pharmaceutically acceptable salts of the disclosed compounds.” 

• Although the synthesis of a pharmaceutically acceptable apixaban salt was not described in the 
patent, “the Court is persuaded that a POSA would understand from the four corners of the '208 
patent that the inventors possessed pharmaceutically acceptable apixaban salts, notwithstanding 
that the inventors did not themselves practice these embodiments of their claims.”  

• For claims covering solid pharmaceutical compositions having crystalline apixaban with the claimed 
particle size and claimed dissolution rate, the '945 patent provides working examples of the claimed 
solid pharmaceutical composition. 

• "by measuring the D90 of the crystalline apixaban before formulation (and ensuring it was within the 
claimed particle size distribution), a POSA would have known that the crystalline apixaban in the 
final composition would be within the claimed D90 threshold.

• FC: Affirmed the district court decision holding claims infringed and not invalid. 
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Examples Provide WD Support
Allergan, Inc. v. Sandoz Inc., 796 F.3d 1293 (Fed. Cir. 2015)

• Representative Group I composition claim:

― 2. A composition having a pH of about 7.3 which comprises about 0.01% 
bimatoprost, about 200 ppm benzalkonium chloride, citric acid monohydrate, 
a phosphate buffer, and NaCl wherein said composition is an aqueous liquid 
which is formulated for ophthalmic administration.

• Representative Group I method claim:

― 1. A method of lowering elevated intraocular pressure in a patient with open-
angle glaucoma or ocular hypertension which comprises applying to the eyes 
of the patient an aqueous solution comprised of: about 0.01% w/v 
bimatoprost; about 200 ppm benzalkonium chloride; the solution having a pH 
of about 7.3; a phosphate buffer; and water.
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Examples Provide WD Support
Allergan (con’t)

• Group II claims:
― 1. A first composition administered once daily for lowering intraocular pressure in a 

person with glaucoma or ocular hypertension, the first composition comprising about 
0.01% w/v bimatoprost and about 0.02% w/v benzalkonium chloride, wherein the first 
composition lowers intraocular pressure and results in less hyperemia as compared to the 
once daily administration of a second composition comprising 0.03% w/v bimatoprost and 
0.005% w/v benzalkonium chloride.

― 7. A first composition administered once daily for lowering intraocular pressure in a 
person with glaucoma or ocular hypertension, the first composition comprising about 
0.01% w/v bimatoprost and about 0.02% w/v benzalkonium chloride, wherein the first 
composition lowers intraocular pressure without a substantial reduction in the 
intraocular pressure lowering benefit provided by the once daily administration of a 
second composition comprising 0.03% w/v bimatoprost and 0.005% w/v benzalkonium 
chloride.

― 8. The composition of claim 7 wherein the once daily administration of the first 
composition results in less hyperemia as compared to the once daily administration of the 
second composition.
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Examples Provide WD Support

Allergan (con’t)
• Specifications 

― Describe a composition comprising 0.005% to 0.02% bimatoprost and 100 ppm to 250 ppm 
BAK, which is an aqueous liquid “formulated for ophthalmic administration” and “useful in 
treating glaucoma or ocular hypertension” 

― Specifically describe a formulation comprising 0.01% bimatoprost and 200 ppm BAK as a 
“best mode” of the invention. 

― Disclose in vitro and in vivo experimental data in rabbits, showing that increasing the 
concentration of BAK from 50 ppm to 200 ppm significantly increased the permeability of 
bimatoprost across ocular membranes. 

― Constructive example describes the once-daily ophthalmic administration to a glaucoma 
patient of a formulation containing 0.015% bimatoprost, 125 ppm BAK, and 0.015% EDTA.
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Examples Provide WD Support

Allergan (con’t)

• Fed. Cir.:  Affirmed that claims not invalid for lack of written 
description or enablement or obviousness and infringed literally and 
under doctrine of equivalents.

― “the specifications of the asserted patents provide an adequate written 
description of the invention claimed by the Group II claims.”

― Claims enabled from in vivo and in vitro data and constructive examples. 

― “A claim that recites a property that is necessarily inherent in a formulation 
that is adequately described is not invalid as lacking written description 
merely because the property itself is not explicitly described.”

― But, “the district court erred by relying on the undisclosed clinical protocol to 
support its written description determination.”
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No Written Description
• Idenix Pharms. v. Gilead Sciences Inc., 941 F.3d 1149 (Fed. Cir. 2019)

• Claim 1. A method for the treatment of a hepatitis C virus infection, comprising administering an effective 
amount of a purine or pyrimidine ß-D-2'-methyl-ribofuranosyl nucleoside or a phosphate thereof, or a 
pharmaceutically acceptable salt or ester thereof.

• DC: Invalid for lack of enablement.

• FC: Affirmed, and also invalid for lack of written description.    
― Does “the '597 patent demonstrate[] that the inventor was in possession of those 2'-methyl-up 

nucleosides that fall within the boundaries of the claim (i.e., are effective against HCV), but 
are not encompassed by the explicit formulas or examples provided in the specification”?

― “[N]either the '597 patent nor any of its predecessor applications discloses a 2'-methyl-up 2'-
fluoro-down nucleoside, including in any formulas or examples.”

― Specification “fails to provide sufficient blaze marks to direct a POSA to the specific subset of 
2'-methyl-up nucleosides that are effective in treating HCV.”

― “We are mindful of Ariad's caution that written description does not require ‘a nucleotide-by-
nucleotide recitation of the entire genus.’ …The purpose of that rule is to allow relatively few 
representative examples or formulas to support a claim on a structurally similar genus. …It 
does not extend to this case, where the specification lists tens or hundreds of thousands of 
possible nucleosides, substituent-by-substituent, with dozens of distinct stereo-chemical 
structures, and yet the compound in question is conspicuously absent.”
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Whither Wertheim? 

Indivior UK Ltd. v. Reddy's Labs. S.A., --F.4th __ (Fed. Cir. Nov. 24, 2021)

• All but one challenged claim recited range, e.g., “about 40 wt % to about 60 
wt % of a water-soluble polymeric matrix” 

• Claim 8 recited specific amount, 48.2 wt % of the water soluble polymeric 
matrix.

• Specification included tables disclosing the weight percentages of individual 
polymeric components in film samples that, when combined, produced an 
aggregate polymer weight percentage value of 48.2 wt %.

• DRL: the challenged claims lacked written description support in earlier 
applications and thus could not properly obtain the benefit of priority to the 
priority date of August 7, 2009. Therefore, anticipated by Myers application 
published on February 10, 2011.
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Whither Wertheim? 
• Disclosure relied upon in application filed Aug. 7, 2009:
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Whither Wertheim? 
Indivior (con’t)

• FC: Majority affirmed PTAB FWD that claims unpatentable as anticipated 
because lacked written description support in priority document EXCEPT for 
Claim 8, which was adequately supported and therefore obtained the benefit 
of the priority date, antedating the Myers application. 

• No written description support of the ranges recited.

• Faulted the disclosure in specification tables of weight percentages of individual polymer 
components in samples: it does not show sufficient possession if a skilled artisan has to “cobbl[e] 
together [these] numbers after the fact” after previously identifying and summing the weight 
percentages of each of the individual polymeric components in the samples. 

• Such an expectation when filing an application would amount to “an invitation to go on a hunting 
expedition to patch together after the fact a synthetic definition of an invention.”

• Also, statement in specification that “any desired level of . . . polymer” could be used in the film 
and disclosures of embodiments with polymer weight percentages outside of the claimed ranges 
(e.g., “at least 25[ wt ]%”) would lead a skilled artisan away from the conclusion “that the inventor 
had possession of the claimed subject matter as of the filing date.”

• “no case, with necessarily varied facts, controls the resolution of the written description issue in this 
case.”
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Whither Wertheim? 

Indivior (con’t)

• FC: Affirmed that a POSITA could readily determine—by identifying and 
summing the individual weight percentages of various polymers in the sample 
films—that Claim 8 had sufficient written description. 

• Judge Linn’s opinion disagreed with the majority over the application of the 
Wertheim and Nalpropion case law. 
• The claimed polymer ranges “are selections of aggregate polymer ranges that a 

reasonable artisan would understand endow the film with the identified and desired 
properties [found in the specification].” 

• No authority for the majority’s position that “written description support for a ‘closed 
range’ requires a disclosure of a closed range rather than discrete values[.]”

• No “cobbling together” was required; adding up values to meet a desired disclosed 
characteristic was not beyond the person of ordinary skill. 
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In re Wertheim, 541 F.2d 257 (CCPA 1976): 
POSITA Derives Ranges

 Claim 1. An improved process for minimizing loss of volatiles during 
freeze-drying of coffee extract which comprises obtaining coffee 
extract, concentrating said extract to a higher solids level of at least 
35%, ….

 Dependent claims: “between 35% and 60%” 

 Were claims supported by priority application such that application 
was entitled to date benefit?

 Specification discloses “until a concentration of 25 to 60% solid 
matter is reached.” 

 Examples disclose specific embodiments having solids contents of 
36% and 50%.



In re Wertheim I (con’t): What Does The POSITA 
Recognize Was In Possession Of  The Inventors?

CCPA: Some claims supported by priority application.
• “The function of the description requirement is to ensure that the inventor 

had possession, as of the filing date of the application relied on, of the 
specific subject matter later claimed by him; how the specification 
accomplishes this is not material.   In re Smith, 481 F.2d 910, 178 USPQ 620 
(Cust. & Pat.App.1973), and cases cited therein.  It is not necessary that the 
application describe the claim limitations exactly, In re Lukach, supra, but 
only so clearly that persons of ordinary skill in the art will recognize from the 
disclosure that appellants invented processes including those limitations.   In 
re Smythe, 480 F.2d 1376, 1382, 178 USPQ 279, 284 (Cust. & Pat.App.1973).”

• “The primary consideration is factual and depends on the nature of the 
invention and the amount of knowledge imparted to those skilled in the art by 
the disclosure.”
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In re Wertheim I (con’t): 
Changing the Invention During Prosecution

CCPA: An applicant is allowed to change his view of 
what his invention is during the prosecution of his 
application:

 “That what appellants claim as patentable to them is less than what they 
describe as their invention is not conclusive if their specification also reasonably 
describes that which they do claim.  Inventions are constantly made which turn 
out not to be patentable, and applicants frequently discover during the course of 
prosecution that only a part of what they invented and originally claimed is 
patentable.”  

 “[i]t is not necessary that the application describe the claim limitations exactly,  
. . . but only so clearly that persons of ordinary skill in the art will recognize [it] 
from the disclosure . . . .”
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In re Wertheim I (con’t): Claiming Less than the Whole But 
Not A Different Invention

CCPA: Claims supported by priority application (con’t)

• “Mere comparison of ranges is not enough, nor are mechanical rules a 
substitute for an analysis of each case on its facts to determine whether an 
application conveys to those skilled in the art the information that the 
applicant invented the subject matter of the claims.”

• Claim 1 range, “at least 35%,” reads literally on embodiments employing solids 
contents outside the 25-60% range – applicant did not show that the upper 
limit, 60%, is inherent in “at least 35%.” 

• Dependent claims’ range, “between 35% and 60%,” supported within the 
described broad range of 25% to 60% (and specific embodiments of 36% and 
50%.

― No evidence of difference between the broader and narrower range in terms of 
operability or of achieving any desired result.

― “we are not creating a rule applicable to all description requirement cases 
involving ranges.  Where it is clear, for instance, that the broad described range 
pertains to a different invention than the narrower (and subsumed) claimed 
range, then the broader range does not describe the narrower range.   In re 
Baird, 348 F.2d 974, 52 CCPA 1747, 146 USPQ 579 (1965); In re Draeger, 150 F.2d 
572, 32 CCPA 1217, 66 USPQ 247 (1945).”
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In re Wertheim I (con’t): In ipsis verbis Support Is Not 
Always Required

CCPA:
• “The PTO has done nothing more than to argue lack of literal 

support, which is not enough. If lack of literal support alone 
were enough to support a rejection under s 112, then the 
statement …that “the invention claimed does not have to be 
described in ipsis verbis in order to satisfy the description 
requirement of s 112,” is empty verbiage. The burden of 
showing that the claimed invention is not described in the 
specification rests on the PTO in the first instance, and it is up 
to the PTO to give reasons why a description not in ipsis verbis 
is insufficient.”
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In re Wertheim I (con’t): Written Description Support 
For Values Not Specified

CCPA:

• Claim limitation “particle size of at least 0.25 mm,” supported 
by original application or is it new matter? 

• Specification indicates that the 0.25 to 2.0 mm range is 
preferred, but also indicates that, as an alternative 
embodiment, “the foam may be dried in lumps or plates of 
undisclosed size, which are reduced to the obviously smaller 
preferred particle size by grinding only after being dried.”

• “the originally filed specification clearly conveys to those of 
ordinary skill in the art that appellants invented processes in 
which the frozen foam is ground to a particle size of “at least 
.025 mm[.]”
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“Equivalent”Disclosure
• Nalproprion v. Actavis Labs., No. 2018-01221 (Fed. Cir. Aug. 15, 
2019)

― Claimed a method for treating obesity. 
― Actavis argued claim lacked adequate written description support because 

claimed dissolution profile was achieved using the USP Apparatus 2 Paddle 
Method (“USP 2”), but the specification disclosed data obtained using the 
different USP Apparatus 1 Basket Method (“USP 1”). 

― DC: Not invalid.
― Court credited Nalpropion’s expert on what a POSITA would understand. 

― FC: Affirmed.
― “While as a general matter written description may not be satisfied by so-

called equivalent disclosure, in this case, buttressed by the district court’s 
fact-finding, and where the so-called equivalence relates only to resultant 
dissolution parameters rather than operative claim steps, we affirm the 
district court’s conclusion. Rigidity should yield to flexible, sensible 
interpretation.”
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Publicly Available Meets WD Requirement

• Enzo Biochem, Inc. v. Gen-Probe, Inc., 323 F.3d 956 (Fed. Cir. 2002)

• Enzo's deposits, incorporated by reference in the specification, met the 
written description requirement because a POSITA, reading the accession 
numbers in the patent specification, could obtain the claimed sequences 
from the ATCC depository.  

― “reference in the specification to a deposit in a public depository, 
which makes its contents accessible to the public when it is not 
otherwise available in written form, constitutes an adequate 
description of the deposited material sufficient to comply with the 
written description requirement of § 112, P 1.”
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Pharma and Chemical §112(a) 
PTAB Cases
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Asserted Grounds in PGR Petitions:
§112(a) Asserted in Over 1/2 Petitions Filed
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Source: Finnegan research, as of Dec. 15, 2021. Other PGR petitions raising 112a: 1 adverse judgment, 73 denied, 2 dismissed, 19 settled, 5 
pending. Grant rate in petitions raising 112a: 46% (62/135); Grant rate in life science petitions raising 112a: 57% (26/46).  
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PGR FWDs: Life Science Patents Fare 
Worse than Other Types on 112a in PGRs
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Support Required May Be Different 
Depending on Type of  Claim

Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp. v. Genentech, PGR2021-00039, Paper 10 
(P.T.A.B. July 24, 2021)
• Claim 1. A method for treating or delaying progression of a cancer in an individual, the method comprising 

administering to the individual an effective amount of
i. a PD-Ll binding antagonist that inhibits the binding of PD-Ll to PD-1 and/or B7-1, a PD-1 binding 

antagonist that inhibits the binding of PD-1 to PD-Ll and/or PD-L2, or a PD-L2 binding antagonist 
that inhibits the binding of PD-L2 to PD-1 and[1]

ii. an antagonist of TIGIT expression and/or activity.

• Petitioner: “[T]he Specification fails to adequately describe the claimed TIGIT 
antagonists, the genus of PD-1 axis binding antagonists, and the full scope of 
treating any and all types of cancer[.]”
• “[T]he potential structures encompassed by the genus of TIGIT antagonists set forth in independent 

claims 1 and 3 are ‘incredibly broad.’”
• “disclosure of a single anti-TIGIT antibody that inhibits TIGIT activity does not permit a POSA to 

recognize or visualize other inhibitory anti-TIGIT antibodies, much less the members of the even 
broader genus of TIGIT antagonists.” 

• “specification discloses only eight species within the broad genus of PD-1 axis binding antagonists. 
These disclosed species and the other vague functional disclosures of the ’174 Patent do not permit a 
POSA to recognize or visualize the full scope of the genus.”

― Only one of the disclosed species was used in the examples in the patent.
• “Specification provides data for only three murine cancer strains, two of which relate to colorectal 

cancer,”
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Support Required May Be Different 
Depending on Type of  Claim

PGR2021-00039 (con’t)

• Patent Owner: Petitioner wrong that the challenged claims are directed to genera of 
compounds, claims recite methods of treatment.
• “the co-administration of two known classes of compounds to achieve new and unexpected results. 
• “where the novelty of the invention is a method of treatment and not a compound, the written 

description requirement focuses on whether the inventor possessed the invention of administering 
the recited compounds in order to treat the disease at issue.”

• PTAB: Petition denied. 
• All claims require co-administration of an effective amount of a PD-L1 axis binding antagonist and 

antagonist of TIGIT expression and/or activity, both of which are described in the claims in terms of 
their respective function. 

• Agree that Petitioner’s focus on the scope of the two compounds used in the claimed methods is 
incorrect. 

• “[P]etitioner fails to address known classes of compounds in the prior art that could be used in the 
claimed methods.” 

• Petitioner failed to adequately frame its arguments in terms of the method claims it seeks to 
challenge. 
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In IPRs and PGRs

• If Petitioner: attack priority of challenged claims in IPRs or PGRs
• To show that asserted reference is prior art.

― ButamaxTM Advanced Biofuels LLC v. Gevo, Inc., IPR2013-00539, Paper 33 (PTAB 
March 3, 2015).

― Baxter Healthcare Corp. v. Millenium Biologix, LLC, IPR2013-00591, Paper 8 (P.T.A.B. 
March 21, 2014) and IPR2013-00583, Paper 9 (P.T.A.B. March 21, 2014).

• To try to show claims are PGR-eligible.
― Mylan Pharms. Inc. v. Yeda Research & Development Co. Ltd., 2016-00010, Paper 9 

(P.T.A.B. Aug. 16, 2016).
― Aradigm Corp. v. Insmed Inc., PGR2017-00021, Paper 10 (P.T.A.B. Nov. 15, 2017).

• If Patent Owner: attack priority claim of reference to remove it as prior art. 
• Globus Medical, Inc. v. Depuy Synthes Products, LLC, IPR2015-00099, Paper 15 

(PTAB May 1, 2015).
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Breaking the Chain of  an 
Asserted Reference

Ariosa Diagnostics, Inc. v. Illumina, Inc., IPR2014-01093, Paper 14 
(P.T.A.B. January 8, 2015)

• PTAB instituted IPR on some of asserted grounds, but Patent Owner knocked 
out one reference though by showing reference was not entitled to priority 
date asserted.

― “as noted by Patent Owner …, in order to qualify as prior art under 34 U.S.C.    
§ 102(e), the disclosure of the Straus Published Patent Application must be 
supported by its parent application, … (“the '110 application”), of which Straus 
is a continuation. See In re Schneider, 481 F.2d 1350, 1356 (CCPA 1973) … 
Petitioner, therefore, has failed to demonstrate that there is a continuous chain 
from the '110 application to Straus, such that the '110 application ‘satisfies the 
requirements of § 112 with respect to the subject matter presently claimed,’ as 
required by Schneider. Thus, we conclude that Petitioner has failed to 
demonstrate that Straus is entitled to the filing date of its parent '110 
application, and thus has not demonstrated that Straus is prior art to the '794 
patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102 (a), (b), or (e).”
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Successful Priority Claim Attack Meant 
Claims Eligible for PGR

US Endodontics, LLC v. Gold Standard Instruments, LLC, 
PGR2015-00019

•Petition granted because petitioner established claims not entitled to 
priority date -> references were prior art to challenged claims.

•Also meant claims only given their actual filing date, which was after 
March 16, 2013, so claims eligible for PGR! 

•PGR instituted on §§ 102, 103, and 112(a) grounds.

•Paper 54 (P.T.A.B. Dec. 28, 2016) Final Written Decision all instituted 
claims unpatentable for lack of enablement, lack of written description, 
and anticipation.
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Successful Priority Claim Attack Meant 
Claims Eligible for PGR

VMWare, Inc. v. CIRBA IP, Inc., PGR2021-00098, Paper 12 (P.T.A.B. Dec. 10, 2021)

• U.S. Patent 10,951,459 (filed Nov. 19, 2019)

• Claimed priority to applications filed on July 25, 2014, April 23, 2007, 
September 26, 2006, and April 21, 2006.

• Petitioner: pre-AIA applications fail to provide adequate WD support AND the ’459 
patent fails the written description requirement for the same reasons as the 
applications to which it claims priority. 

• PTAB: Granted petition.

• Petitioner met burden of showing the ‘459 patent eligible for PGR.
― Lacked WD support in the pre-AIA priority applications. 

• Petitioner has established that it is more likely than not that the claims of 
the ’459 patent lack written description.
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Fending Off  an Attack on the Priority 
Date of  a Claim

Hughes Network Systems, LLC v. California Institute of Technology, 
IPR2015-00081, Paper 18 (P.T.A.B. April 27, 2015)

• Petitioner argued patent claims not entitled to priority date benefit.

• PTAB denied institution. 

― Petitioner did not adequately explain which claim limitations were 
unsupported.

― Patent Owner entitled to priority date benefit, so asserted references were 
not prior art. 
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Claim Language In Written Description 
Support Analysis

Ex parte Ismagilov, Appeal No. 2019-004109 (P.T.A.B. May 13, 2020)

― Claim 1. An apparatus for determining the quantity of an
analyte present in a sample, the apparatus comprising:
― a top plate comprising a plurality of areas arranged to form a plurality of 

rows extending parallel to one another; and
― a bottom plate comprising a plurality of areas arranged to form a 

plurality of rows extending parallel to one another, and
― a plurality of channels extending perpendicularly to the plurality of rows 

of the bottom plate;
― wherein the top plate and the bottom plate are assembled together so 

that the top plate is on top of the bottom plate and the areas of the top 
plate communicate with the areas of the bottom plate so as to form a 
plurality of rows;

― wherein at least one of the top plate and the bottom plate is configured 
to slide relative to the other of the top plate and the bottom plate in 
order to form a plurality of columns, with each of the plurality of 
columns in communication with each of the plurality of channels; and

― wherein the areas in the top plate and the areas in the bottom plate 
extend at a 45 degree angle relative to the axis of a row.
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Claim Language In Written Description 
Support Analysis

Ex parte Ismagilov (con’t)

― Rejected for lack of written description support in the 
specification. 

― PTAB: Reversed. 

― “[G]iven that claims 1–30 are originally-filed claims, the 
originally-filed claims satisfy the written description 
requirement for the disputed language. The Examiner does 
not present any evidence or reasoning to explain why 
persons skilled in the art would not recognize a 
description of the invention defined by the claims in the 
original disclosure, taking into account the originally-filed 
claims.”
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Successful Defense Against 112(a) Attack
Grunenthal GmbH v. Antecip Bioventures, PGR2019-00003, Paper 22 
(P.T.A.B. May 5, 2020)

― Claim 1. A method of treating pain associated with a joint comprising: 
administering neridronic acid in an acid form or a salt form to a patient 
who has suffered for at least 3 months with 1) pain associated with a 
joint and 2) a pain intensity of 5 or greater easured using the 0–10 
numerical rating scale (NRS) or 5 cm or greater using the 10 cm visual 
analog scale (VAS).

― PTAB: Claim did not lack written description support. 
― “It is well settled that ‘original claims constitute their own 

description.’ In re Koller, 613 F.2d 819, 823 (CCPA 1980); see also In 
re Gardiner, 475 F.2d 1389, 1391 (CCPA 1973).”

― Issued claim language “virtually identical in language to the subject 
matter of challenged claim 1. Accordingly, we determine that claim 
1 constitutes its own description.”
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Successful Defense Against 112(a) Attack
Grunenthal (con’t)

― PTAB: Claim enabled. 

― “Even accepting that significant experimentation would be required 
to determine the appropriate dose of neridronic acid for a given 
patient, the information advanced in the Petition is insufficient to 
establish that the experimentation would have been anything other 
than straightforward, routine, and empirical, for one of skill in the 
art.”

― “Moreover, the information advanced in the Petition does not 
account adequately for the general knowledge of the ordinarily 
skilled artisan as demonstrated by [one of the asserted references].”
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Mixed Outcome
Hybrigenics SA v. Forma Therapeutics, PGR2018-00098, Paper 23 
(P.T.A.B. Mar. 19, 2020)

― Claim 1. A compound of Formula (I):

― or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt, stereoisomer, and tautomer thereof,
― wherein:
― X1 is C, S, or S(O); Y1 is N or CH; Y2 is N or CR5; Y3 is N or CR6; Y4 is N or CR7;
― . . . R2 is (C1-C6) alkyl, (C6-C14) aryl, 5- or 6- membered heteroaryl comprising 1 to 

3 heteroatoms selected from O, N, and S, (C5-C8) cycloalkyl, 3- to 7-membered 
heterocycloalkyl comprising 1 to 3 heteroatoms selected from O, N, and S, or —
NR10R11, wherein the alkyl, aryl, heteroaryl, cycloalkyl, and heterocycloalkyl are 
optionally substituted with one to three R8; . . . wherein R5, R6, and R7 and not all 
simultaneously H; . . . provided that when R2 is optionally substituted alkyl, R5 is H, 
and R7 is H, then R6 is not chloro.
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Mixed Outcome
Hybrigenics (con’t)

― PTAB

― “Petitioner has shown by a preponderance of the evidence that 
claims 1–15 and 17 fail to comply with the written description 
requirement.”

― Nothing in the lists or examples provided “blaze marks” guiding a 
POSITA to the claimed subject matter. 

― But 4 synthesis examples were sufficient for enablement because 
experimentation required not undue. 

― “Neither [the expert] nor Petitioner explains why the general methods 
and specific examples disclosed in the Specification would have been 
insufficient to enable a skilled artisan to synthesize any particular 
compounds encompassed by the claimed genus.”
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Motions to Amend 
Proposing Substitute Claims

• 37 C.F.R. § 42.20(c) Burden of proof. The moving party has the burden of proof to establish 
that it is entitled to the requested relief.

• Nov. 2019 USPTO Trial Practice Guide: “a patent owner does not bear the burden of 
persuasion to demonstrate the patentability of substitute claims presented in a motion to 
amend. Rather, the burden of persuasion ordinarily will lie with the petitioner to show that any 
proposed substitute claims are unpatentable by a preponderance of the evidence.”

• Patent Owner bears burden of showing written description support for any 
proposed substitute claims.
• 37 C.F.R. § 42.121(b): Content. A motion to amend claims must include a claim listing, show the 

changes clearly, and set forth:
1) The support in the original disclosure of the patent for each claim that is added or 

amended; and
2) The support in an earlier-filed disclosure for each claim for which benefit of the filing date 

of the earlier filed disclosure is sought.

• See 84 Fed.Reg. 9,497 (Mar. 15, 2019) (pilot program for motion to amend 
practice)
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Options To Resolve WD Issues
• Consider expert declaration to support what a POSITA would understand.

• But always be very careful  with declarations!

• Consider inherency arguments.

• Consider amending claims; provisos.
• Reissue;
• Continuations;
• Motion to amend in post-grant proceeding.

• Certificate of Correction to correct priority claim.

• During prosecution, attack WD rejection for lack of reasonable basis. There is a 
presumption that there is a sufficient written description.  Examiner has to get 
over that presumption first.
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Let’s Have Some Fun

 A compound which is Flukum, wherein one or more hydrogens are replaced 
by fluorine

 No examples of making fluorinated Flukum

 An example of making unfluorinated Flukum

 No data providing biological data for fluorinated Flukum, but data for 
unfluorinated Flukum

 Argument: no isolation of each of the fluorinated Flukum compounds 

 Challenger expert admits that fluorinated Flukum could be synthesized by 
known prior art strategies.
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Let’s Have Some Fun

 Specification discloses macrocyclic lactone analogs of rapamycin

 The sole mention of the analogs outside of the claims (that the applicant added nine years after 
the effective filing date) is under the heading “Experiments.” ’7286 patent col.6 ll.4-5. That part 
of the specification lists “Agents: Rapamycin (sirolimus) structural analogs (macrocyclic 
lactones)”

 Four experimental delivery methods using only rapamycin are detailed. No experiments are 
detailed using macrocyclic lactone analogs nor does the specification even indicate performance 
of any such experiments 

 No experiments are detailed using macrocyclic lactone analogs nor does the specification even 
indicate performance of any such experiments

 See Boston Scientific Corp. v. Johnson & Johnson, 647 F.3d 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2011): no written 
description support for the macrocyclic lactone analogs of rapamycin: “The patent laws do not 
reward an inventor’s invitation to other researchers to discover which of the thousands of macro-
cyclic lactone analogs of rapamycin could conceivably work in a drug-eluting stent.”
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Let’s Have Some Fun

 Claim is to  Flukum for hair growth; disclosure is broader and contains three compounds 
for hair growth, one of which is Flukum 

 There are examples in the specification of two other compounds and some data disclosed 
for each of those two compounds showing hair growth

 No such example or hair growth data for Flukum

 Specification recites that the hair growth properties of compounds are not predictable. 
Can only determine hair growth properties by preparing a compound and testing its hair 
growth properties. 

 Written description, i.e., possession, of Flukum?
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Let’s Have Some Fun

 Claim 1. An oxidation dye composition for keratin fibers, said composition 
comprising, suspended in a solvent suitable for dyeing, at least one oxidation dye 
precursor, at least one anionic amphiphilic polymer X.

 Specification disclosed  polymers A through Z but only tested Y and Z in oxidation dye 
compositions. 

 Specifciation taught that oxidative dyes having a two-part system involve a delicate 
balance designed to satisfy several conditions 

 There were seven such conditions
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Let’s Have Some Fun

(1) Stability of the formulation to ensure a reasonable shelf life; 

(2) Rheological properties resulting from mixing the lotion and developer that 
allow ready distribution of product without experiencing dripping and 
running; 

(3) Rapid diffusion of the dye precursors from the dye mixture into the hair 
fiber; 

(4) Ready rinseability from the hair with water; 

(5) Inclusion of functionally effective conditioning agents; 

(6) Comparable viscosities of the lotion and developer to facilitate mixing; 
and 

(7) Rapid dyeing effect. 
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Let’s Have Some Fun

• Specification touted “highly specific” polymers and focused only on 
Y and Z as actually having been tested and achieving all the 
conditions.

• That raises a suspicion that Y and Z are the ONLY polymers the 
inventor(s) know(s) that obtain the delicately balanced results of 
the “highly specific” wonder polymers Y and Z.

• Is there written description for claim 1 reciting polymer X?
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Polling Question No. 1

• Invention disclosure of psoriasis formulation provides ranges from 
30-95 % for formulation excipients that cause penetration into the 
skin of the active ingredient of the formulation being from 5 to 70% 
flukum. But you are at an early stage of drug discovery and don’t 
know what percentages would be in an approved formulation. So
you say that all permutations and combinations of flukum and 
excipients may be used within the claimed ranges. You should 
claim:
A. 5 to 70% flukum and 30 to 95% excipient
B. flukum and means for effectively causing penetration of the flukum into the 

skin
C. all permutations and combinations of flukum with the range of 5 to 70% and all 

permutations and combinations of excipient within the range 30 to 95%
D. all of the above?
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Polling Question No. 2

• Pretty much like Polling Question No. 1 but the spec discloses 
examples of a psoriasis formulation having 70%, 80%, and 90% 
excipients, respectively, and 30%, 20%, and 10% flukum
respectively. Again, you are at an early stage of drug discovery and 
don’t know what percentages would be in an approved formulation. 
And you say that all permutations and combinations of flukum and 
excipients may be used within the claimed ranges. You should 
claim, in addition to what you claimed in Polling Question No. 1:
A. 10% flukum and 90% excipients
B. 20% flukum and 80% excipients
C. 30% flukum and 70% excipients
D. 10% to 20% flukum and 80% to 90% excipients
E. 10% to 30% flukum and 70% to 90% excipients
F. All of the above.
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Thank You!
Contact Information:

Adriana L. Burgy
adriana.burgy@finnegan.com
202.408.4345

Li Feng, Ph.D.
li.feng@finnegan.com
202.408.4382

Amanda Murphy, Ph.D.
amanda.murphy@finnegan.com
+44 (0)20 7864 2800 

Tom Irving
tom.irving@finnegan.com
202.408.4082
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